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9th October 2020    

 
Dear Mark,  
 
Draft Water Resources (Control of Agricultural Pollution) (Wales) 2020 Regs 
 
I am writing to thank you and your team, for making time to meet with us and understand the challenges the 
above draft Regulations as published earlier this year will pose to ourselves.  As per our discussions,  I 
wanted to confirm that there are a number of matters arising which will impact on our ability to recycle our 
bioresources effectively and so impact customer charges, so that you can consider these in any final policy 
discussions you have within Government. 
 
Dŵr Cymru is committed to the protection of our natural environment, and we support the need for taking 

regulatory action to better control diffuse pollution from agriculture.   Having said that, these new regulations 

will impact significantly on our operations, particularly if they are applied at an all Wales level.   We currently 

recycle the bioresources produced as part of the wastewater treatment process on agricultural land. We 

adhere to both voluntary and extensive regulatory controls/guidelines such as the Safe Sludge Matrix, 

Biosolids Assurance Scheme, Sewage Sludge Agriculture Regulations and Code of Practise in the recovery 

and recycling of these materials. These protocols ensure that across Wales 140,000 tonnes of bioresources 

per year are recycled to agriculture responsibly and sustainably, so reducing the need to import and use 

mineral fertilisers, which we know can damage both surface and ground waters alike, not to mention impose 

an additional cost to the production of our food.  The use of such mineral fertilisers is also of course 

unsustainable as phosphate is a f inite mineral resource.    

As part of Dŵr Cymru’s recycling operations we monitor and perform a widescale soil sampling programme 

and provide land risk assessments and maps to farmers to ensure sustainable and responsible application is 

always conducted.   In England where similar controls are needed, the Environment Agency are currently in 

discussions with ABL (Associated Biosolids Ltd) who regulate the Biosolids Assurance Scheme (BAS) which 

we as a company work within. These talks are exploring the possibility of entering into an earned recognition 

scheme to enable the EA to introduce their 2020 sludge strategy in an efficient and sustainable manner. The 

NRW are also involved in these discussions and will no doubt follow suit in terms of either supporting EA’s 

revised strategy or producing a parallel one themselves. It is noteworthy that the NRW have already adopted 

a light touch approach to the environmental permitting regulations because DCWW are 100%BAS assured. If 

successful, this would also facilitate a light touch approach to how organic waste producers are regulated and 

so support the recycling of such products and the whole circular economy.  As discussed, we are requesting 

that this type of approach be considered when introducing the new regulations to enable continuity in our 

recycling activities as well as encouraging other producers to follow suit. 

Water company bioresources recycling to agricultural land is a well-controlled and regulated activity due to 

the range of  effective legislative, good practice and other controls that are pulled together in the Biosolids 

Assurance Scheme, which is independently audited by a UKAS accredited Certification Body, to ensure it is 



 

 

safe, sustainable and provides benefits to crops and the environment.   We recently commissioned a study to 

understand what steps if any, we would need to take to further enhance our existing bioresources recycling 

operations.  The main conclusion drawn from the review was that DCWW’s current bioresources recycling is 

both cost effective, environmentally protective and sustainable.  In this way it directly supports the Wellbeing 

of  Future Generations Act and the circular economy.   We would be happy to engage with any external 

consultant appointed by yourselves to benchmark the BAS standard alongside the proposed draft 

regulations, to illustrate that our operations are not only sustainable but represent a safe and efficient 

recycling operation, one which should enable an earned autonomy approach from Government in its 

application. 

Turning now to the draft regulations and the constraints they will place on our recycling operations.  The draf t 

regulations in their current form include all water industry bioresources through the definitions included in the 

draf t regulations as follows: 

1. Nitrogen based fertiliser 
“nitrogen fertiliser” (“gwrtaith nitrogen”) means any substance containing one or more 
nitrogen compounds used on land to enhance growth of vegetation and includes organic 
manure” 

2. Organic manure 
“organic manure” (“tail organig”) means any nitrogen fertiliser or phosphate fertiliser derived 
from animal, plant or human sources and includes livestock manure;” 

3. Solid manure  
A subset of the above manure definition which includes ‘human sources’.  
 

The regulations as they stand will result in significant reductions in the amount of such resources that can be 

recycled to land and will have a significant impact on our operations as a company. We have commissioned a 

regulatory impact assessment in order to assess the extent of the cost and carbon ramifications for Dŵr 

Cymru and therefore the Welsh water customer. We will be happy to share these results with Welsh 

Government when they are available at the end of November, but thought it important to update you in the 

meantime to set out our concerns.  

According to our initial calculations, Dŵr Cymru may see losses of up to 75% of existing land bank availability 

once land managers have had to account for nitrogen produced by livestock on farms, before allowing 

imports of any further organic fertilisers. Although a derogation for farms with over 80% grassland is set out 

within the draf t regulations, this could still incur a reduction of at least 25% in landbank for bioresources 

assuming all farms eligible took up the derogation. Adhering to the NVZ record keeping calculations and 

nutrient management planning requirements introduced in the new regulations and could lead to a typical 

grassland stock farm only requiring a maximum of 1t of bioresources per hectare (compared to the current 

spread rate of 18t/ha) These volumes will not be a viable tonnage for land managers to spread, or pay a 

contractor to spread. These figures will be calculated and set out with greater certainty, taking account of our 

current land use and processes in the upcoming impact assessment.  This document will outline the current 

DCWW Bioresources landbank situation, the constraints on availability of existing landbank and future 

potential implications on land bank availability of the Regulations. 

The f igures below (Figure 1) show the total landbank that DCWW has had for bioresources since 2016. Given 
that we spread 140,000t of bioresources to land annually (and this keeps rising with population increase) we 
use at least 7778ha, which is 18% of the land bank. However, there are several constraints on the availability 
of  this landbank, which are detailed below. 
 



 

 

Figure 1: DCWW Bioresources landbank summary 

 

 
Constraints on availability of land bank.  Many farms use bioresources on a portion of the farm each year, 
perhaps a third, so not all of the landbank is available every year. Figure 2 below shows the average farm 
size(ha) and the amount of land bioresources ordered for in that year. Each farm also has an average sample 
fail rate of 5ha, indicated by the blue line, due to metals or pH. 

 
 

Figure 2: Average size of farm (ha) and average area (ha) used for bioresources in the year, South Wales 
only. 

 

 
 

High P Indices (Fig 3) reduce availability. We have sampled 24013ha since 2018. 15.2% of this land bank 
tested has not been available due to P Index of 4 or above. Whilst 26.8% has been P Index 3 and therefore 
only available for half rate application. 
 



 

 

Figure 3: P Index Results:  Availability of land bank tested between 2018 - 2020 (%) South Wales area only 

 

Extrapolation of P Index results to total landbank since 2016 (Fig 1) suggests as much as 6500ha could be 
unsuitable due to P index and therefore adjusts the initial 18% figure of landbank used to 21% used annually. 
 
Half rate application on P Index 3. Table 1 shows how many hectares of P Index 3 land we apply 
bioresources to each year. As we only apply at half rate on P Index 3, we require twice the area compared to 
P Index 0-2 land. 

Table 1: Area of P Index 3 land spread at half rate per year (ha) 

 

Table 2: Number of farms used each year in South Wales 

 

2018 2019 2020 

1340ha 1310ha 2100ha 

 2018 2019 2020 (incomplete year) 

No of farms used each year 234 197 171 

 2018/2019 2019/2020 2018/2020 

Number of farms used in two of the three years  129 96 95 

Number of farms used all three years 67 

 2018 2019 2020 

Number of new or ‘returning after a break’ farms 77 68 47 



 

 

Drop out rate (permanent and semi-permanent). Table 2 above illustrates the fluctuating number of farms 
used per year. Some farms are regular customers on consecutive years, others are less consistent only using 
bioresources for one year and then having a year or two off. Some farmers do not return as customers at all 
for various reasons including sales of farms, loss of rented land, family bereavement, change of farm system, 
or use of  other organic materials. 

 
Cancelled orders due to weather /availability. Figure 4 below illustrates that not all tonnage ordered is 
actually delivered to farm. Post order there are factors that reduce tonnage delivered. The semicircles show 
tonnage ordered and actual tonnage delivered (in blue). Figures on the second row show how much tonnage 
was not delivered due to part deliveries (orders cancelled part way through delivery normally due to weather 
or wanting to proceed with cropping plan) and tonnage missed due to trucks not always carrying the full 20t. 
The third row shows the tonnage cancelled before deliveries start usually due to weather or wanting to 
proceed with cropping plan. 

 
 

Figure 4: Total tonnage ordered, delivered, part delivered and cancelled due to weather and truck carrying 
capacity, South Wales only. 

 
 
 

Storage availability – a significant amount of the land bank is only available in dry weather when deliveries 
can be made to fields safely. In these periods demand for bioresources easily exceeds supply and a large 
amount of the landbank is available. However, as soon as conditions are too wet to deliver to field (especially 
in Winter but also in wet Summers) supply exceeds demand and a significant proportion of the land bank 
becomes unavailable, because there are limited places with suitable storage facilities. This is reflected in 
Figure 5 below, particular the proportion of wet orders used, and dry orders cancelled in 2019 which was a 
very wet year. 
 



 

 

Figure 5: Proportion of wet versus dry orders used per year and wet/dry orders cancelled per year, South 
Wales only. 

 

Future Risks to land bank: 

(please see accompanying spreadsheet for this section) 

First tab  

NVZ Record keeping: Based on the N Limits calculations from two different farms it is estimated that at 

170kg N/ha/yr we could lose 60% land bank capacity on the lowland farm and 78% on the upland farm. At the 

250kg N/ha/yr under derogation, on the same two farms, we could lose 41% land bank on the lowland farm 

and 53% on the upland farm. 

Second tab: Currently the maximum bioresources spread rate provides up to 250kg Total N/ha/yr. However, 

at this rate the P supply often exceeds crop requirements. Based on having to provide nutrient management 

planning records to justify nutrient inputs, it is calculated that at best, on an arable crop of winter wheat where 

the straw is removed at harvest (this being one of the most nutrient demanding crops grown), we could only 

justify providing 73% of the bioresources we would currently provide (hence a loss of 27% land bank), as any 

more would oversupply P. In terms of grazed grassland, which is the majority of our land bank, at P Index 2, 

we could only justify providing 6% of what we currently provide (a non-viable amount, therefore 100% land 

bank loss). At P index 0 this does rise to 47% of current supply (53% land bank loss). 

From the f igures above an upper and lower estimate of 75% and 25% land bank loss were taken. Its possible 

the f igure could be much closer to 100% on many of our farms, especially where behaviourally farmers may 

decide to just avoid any imports at all initially until they are comfortable with the new regulations. None of 

these calculations takes into account the fact that there are many other organic manures such as AD, 

compost and chicken manure competing for this land bank and having to justify application as we will. 

Storage and Tipping is set out on Page 19 of the Draft regulations as follows: 

“Storage of organic manure  
23. An occupier of a holding who stores any organic manure (other than slurry), or any bedding contaminated 
with any organic manure, must store it— (a) in a vessel, (b) in a covered building, (c) on an impermeable 
surface, or (d) in the case of solid manure that can be stacked in a free standing heap and that does not drain 
liquid from the material, on a temporary field site. 
 
Temporary field sites  
27.—(1) A temporary field site must not be— (a) in a field liable to flooding or becoming waterlogged,  



 

 

(b) within 50 metres of a borehole, spring or well or within 10 metres of surface water or a land drain (other 
than a sealed impermeable pipe),  

(c) located in any single position for more than 12 consecutive months, or  
(d) located in the same place as an earlier one constructed within the last two years.” 
 
During the winter months, Dŵr Cymru is unable to deliver bioresources directly into fields, to address this 

issue temporary storage solutions are currently dug into the field and lined with stone to be reused every 

year. These bunds provide a safe method of storing bioresources over winter with minimal pollution risk. 

Under the new guidance these bunds may not be considered suitable.  

If  these current solutions are deemed as acceptable for use, under the S3 exemptions, then Dŵr Cymru can 

use them to a degree.  However, as these stores can only be used every two years under the draft 

regulations, we would need to at least double the number of bunds that are currently on farms, each bund 

costs approximately £15k to build and not all land managers will wish to install these.  

If  these temporary storage bunds are deemed unacceptable, because they are not considered a ‘temporary 

f ield store’ but rather permanent stores with a permeable base, then Dŵr Cymru will not be able to use this 

storage solution and this would mean there are no practical winter options for storing our bioresources on 

farms. 

Currently Dwr Cymru has an estimated 21 days of operational storage for our bioresources, based on the 

assumption that all our operational storage areas are empty.   We have secured £5m of customer funds to 

increase our strategic storage to 60 days which we feel would reduce any risks from existing recycling 

constraints. This work is already underway and should be complete by December 2021.  

To enable Dŵr Cymru to store our bioresources on its own sites over the winter and spread in summer, would 

require significant additional capital investment estimated at cost £15m to provide safe, impermeable, 

covered space in addition to possibly needing to purchase land.   

In summary, we fully understand and support the need to better manage and enforce controls over diffuse 

pollution from agriculture where there is evidence that water quality is adversely impacted. This is essential if 

our rivers and transitional waters are to improve, and so sustain strong biodiverse ecologies, and provide us 

with clean drinking water supplies to abstract.  The regulations in their current form though, mean a larger 

landbank is required to recycle all organic manures than is available.  The Regulations will bring requirements 

for increased storage, increased transportation costs and higher carbon emissions for certain, for all parties 

recycling such resources, but particularly for ourselves. Whilst we appreciate that derogations would be 

helpful, as would working under a system of earned autonomy were our bioresources to be exempt from the 

regulations, we are mindful that land managers will be reluctant to accept our product when they are so 

limited on recycling their own organic materials.   In the light of the evidence we have set out, and the fact 

that our bioresources make up a small percentage of those recycled each year to land, we would ask you to 

consider: 

1. whether water company bioresources as managed through the BAS protocols could be exempt from 
the Regulations and operate under a system of earned autonomy, one which other suitable biological 
recycled products could in time also be managed 

2. that you reconsider whether the regulations have to be applied at an all Wales level or if they could 
be applied only to those regions of the Wales where the evidence supports their application, at least 
in the f irst instance. 

3. that the applications of the regulations be delayed until Dec 2024 in terms of their impact on our 
operations to allow rural communities and the economy time to overcome the challenges we face 
f rom Covid and to secure further investments as needed to extend our winter storage facilities.  This 
temporary delay would also allow NRW to resource up their enforcement capabilities and for 
technology to be developed and confidently deployed to enforce any new regulatory standards. 

 



 

 

We remain keen to continue to work with Welsh Government in order to enable water quality to be improved, 

and for DCWW to support Welsh Government funded investment schemes on farms to cost effectively reduce 

or remove diffuse pollution.  We see the development of market-based ecosystem services as key to this 

future. We believe that the new land management protocols under separate consideration by government 

and associated changes to funding systems moving them to one where public money is used for public 

goods, coupled to these draft regulations suitably amended would better serve the people of Wales going 

forward. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me should you require any further information.  We will forward to you our 

regulatory impact assessment as soon as it is completed in a few weeks.  

Yours sincerely, 

 

Tony Harrington 

Director of Environment  


